Filter solutions for HAM RADIO

PerfoBox series of Filters and Multiplexers

«PerfoBox-2000»
Band Pass Filter 28 MHz (10 m)

Typical specifications:

- Impedance: 50 Ohm
- Maximum ICAS power: 2000 W
- Losses in the pass band: typical ≤ 0.4 dB
- VSWR: typical ≤ 1:1.15
- Rejection on a nearby band: typical ≥ 45 dB
- Rejection on F/2: typical ≥ 70 dB
- Cooling fan (option):
- Size: 12VDC, 2200RPM, 29.9CFM, Phoenix pluggable connector
- 450x150x134 mm / 18” x 6” x 5”
- Net weight (2 pcs., option fan incl.): ≤ 2.2 kg / 5 lbs

Serial number #1218-010 as measured: